Sonic and tails cute

Sonic the Hedgehog has long been one of gaming's princes and the character and series have
spawned multiple sequels, crossovers into different genres, TV shows and animated movies.
The stable of characters that started out with just the fastest blue hedgehog in the world and his
arch villain Dr "Eggman" Robotnik has grown exponentially and now has a crazy number of
villains as well as a host of anthropomorphic animal heroes ready to take them on. The original
Sonic gave a generation of gamers a glance at a refreshing new approach to platform gaming.
The titular characters touted speedster antics gave a frantic, fast paced bent to what had
otherwise been a more measured genre. There was something truly glorious watching Sonic
speed through loops, over hills and jumping through the skies on your 16bit powerhouse sat in
front of your enormous CRT TV. Since then technology has moved on and Sonic has begun
dabbling more and more in the 3D world and you, like us, might think he's begun to lose some
of that initial magic. Though some of his latest outings have been good fun and made good use
of more powerful machines, when you get away from what makes sonic great you start to lose
some of the charm of the original games. To that end we present you Sonic 2 HD. Before you
get too excited the HD it refers to is basically an upscaling so that those 16bit graphics don't
look to dwarfed on your flashy p monitor. What you get though is a playable version of probably
the most archetypal Sonic game there ever was. Sonic is back in his place with his twin tailed
fox pal, Tails. Robotnik is back kidnapping cute and cuddly animals to turn them into your
workaday enemies. Everything is as it should and as you remembered so get it downloaded and
enjoy some much needed nostalgia in this HD trip down memory lane. If the download doesn't
start automatically, click here. Sonic 2 HD High-definition installment in the game series built
around a beloved hedgehog. Free download. Free ad blocker for Windows that can block all
kinds of ads. Saving your bandwidth, time and patience. Automatically gets rid of video ads,
banners and pop-ups. Video ads are not only irritating, they actually waste your time. If you are
on a limited data plan, you will save data and money. Wait for the installer to download. Run the
installer and follow instructions. Tails also appears in his own spin-off series, comic books ,
cartoons , and films. He is the second character to consistently appear by Sonic's side in the
series. The name "Miles Prower" is a pun on " miles per hour ", a reference to the famed speed
of Sonic the Hedgehog. He is a two-tailed kitsune , hence the nickname. A mechanical genius
and skilled pilot, [7] he can fly by spinning his tails like a helicopter rotor and can be seen flying
in multiple games and TV shows created by SEGA. Tails was rated the third-most-popular
character in the franchise, behind Sonic and Shadow , in an official poll from Sega in Yasushi
Yamaguchi , originally the main artist and zone designer for Sega 's Sonic Team , designed
Tails for an internal competition for a sidekick to the speedy hedgehog. The character was
based on a kitsune, [9] a creature from Japanese folklore that could over time grow multiple
tails. The character was also meant to hold a "deep admiration for Sonic". While Yamaguchi's
entry won, Sega of Japan wanted to name the character "Miles Prower" the surname being a
play on "per hour" , whereas the American subsidiary Sega of America preferred the moniker
"Tails", respectively. Sega of America crafted a compelling backstory for the character to
convince the Japanese parent company and Sonic Team to have him named "Tails". Yamaguchi
ended up with a compromise, using "Miles Prower" as the character's real name; "Tails" would
be his nickname, giving the character the full name of Miles "Tails" Prower. The character
debuted as Sonic's tag-along partner in the franchise's second game and has remained an
important player since. However, the character's uniqueness was not established until Sonic
the Hedgehog 3 when players were given the power to control his flying although the AI would
make Tails fly when he would get off-screen. Tails was redesigned along with all of the other
Sonic characters by Yuji Uekawa for Sonic Adventure. His fur changed color to a more yellow
shade as opposed to the orange in his early appearances, and he gained blue irises. In the
American Sonic comic book, along with the Adventures of Sonic the Hedgehog and Sonic the
Hedgehog cartoons, he was originally dark brown, but the comic artists and cartoon artists
eventually decided to change this to match his in-game appearance. The character of Tails is
portrayed as a very sweet-natured [12] and humble fox [13] who, before he met Sonic, was often
picked on because of his twin tails. Sonic, however, saw Tails' special talents and cheered him
on, causing the fox to have some admiration towards the blue hero. Eggman and his robots
without the aid of Sonic before. Tails has been described as a mechanical prodigy who rivals Dr.
Eggman but has not yet realized his full potential. Also, when in this form, a swarm of Flickies
circle Tails, this is often referred to by fans as the "Flicky Army". He was a playable character
from the second controller and could be chosen as player one for the main game. He also
gained the ability to swim under water, something Sonic has never been able to do. Tails has
also starred in games without Sonic, such as Tails' Skypatrol , which is a side-scrolling score
attack like game for the Game Gear released exclusively in Japan. Tails was intended to appear
in the Sega 32X game Knuckles' Chaotix , but was scrapped during development. Leftover data

of him still remains in the game, and can be played as by using a cheat code. In later games,
Tails had roles that require unique modes of play including Sonic Adventure , where he appears
as one of the six playable characters. In Sonic Adventure 2 , he is featured in
third-person-shooting segments, seated in his "Cyclone" mech. Eggman's shooting levels in
the same game, were very similar to the E Gamma levels of Sonic Adventure. Tails also
appeared either as a playable character or in a supporting role in many later Sonic titles and still
often resumes his role flying other characters around, such as in Sonic Heroes , where Tails
appears on Team Sonic as their flight-type character, being capable of carrying both Sonic and
Knuckles the Echidna. Brawl , and also appears as a trophy, he makes an appearance in the
game's two sequels as well. He is the third character the player unlocks in Sonic Chronicles:
The Dark Brotherhood , where he acts as a team medic. Tails appears in Sonic Unleashed ,
where he helps Sonic restore the shattered planet, largely by flying Sonic from continent to
continent in the game. Tails takes a supporting role in Sonic and the Black Knight , portrayed as
a local blacksmith who helps players craft goods from the items Sonic collects. He also appears
in Sonic Colors as a non-playable character. Tails celebrates Sonic's birthday along with his
friends by setting up a party in Sonic Generations , but when the Time Eater appears, it warps
them through various time holes, sending Tails to Green Hill. After Sonic frees him, Tails meets
his classic counterpart Classic Tails and concludes that they were traveling through time and
space. They accompany both Sonics throughout the game, later discovering that Eggman and
Robotnik are controlling the Time Eater. The feature to play as Tails was added to the enhanced
port of Sonic CD. He later appeared as a co-op character in the second episode of Sonic 4. Tails
was added as a playable character in the enhanced port of Sonic the Hedgehog released in for
mobile devices. The port also has the option to play the "Sonic and Tails" mode as well. Sonic
and Tails end up facing a group of villains allied with Dr. Despite Tails' warnings, Sonic knocks
away the conch, causing the Deadly Six to betray him. Eggman reluctantly teams up with Sonic
and Tails to stop them. This causes numerous conflicts between Tails and Eggman and
increases tension with his friendship with Sonic since Sonic believes Eggman is their only hope
in defeating the Deadly Six. Eventually, Tails gets captured in a trap intended for Sonic, and the
Deadly Six plan to use this to their advantage by turning Tails into a robot. However, Tails
manages to reprogram the computer that would control his mind. The seemingly-roboticized
Tails confronts Sonic at the game's final stage, but by retaining his free will, he takes the Deadly
Six by surprise and attacks them. Later on, after Sonic defeats Eggman at the game's climax,
Sonic apologizes to Tails for doubting him. Tails forgives him and the two return home. He is a
playable character in Sonic Mania Plus , playing like his older incarnations He is also playable if
the player uses the Tornado as Sonic to fly around. In the story mode for the Sonic level titled
"Sonic Dimensions", Tails assists Sonic using the Tornado and his technological knowledge. In
the hub world, Tails has a side quest for the player to aid him in disabling all of Eggman's
roboticizers. Tails is a supporting non-playable character in Sonic Forces , finding Classic
Sonic and joining up with a resistance opposing Eggman. Tails also makes a guest appearance
in the OK K. Tails appears in the Sonic the Hedgehog film during a mid-credits sequence,
emerging from a ring portal onto Earth in search of Sonic. Tails was confirmed to have a larger
role in the sequel, Sonic the Hedgehog 2, with the release of the teaser trailer, which features an
orange "2" with two tails attached. The film is expected to be released on April 8th, Reception to
Tails has been widely positive. He was awarded "Best New Character" in Electronic Gaming
Monthly ' s video game awards, stating "not only is he as cute as Sonic, but he actually serves a
major purpose in the game. Brawl , citing his importance in the series and his abilities. Tails is
remembered for helping Sonic 2 become the second-highest-selling game for the Genesis
through allowing a second player to join the game. Maximum PC listed him as their
third-greatest sidekick, [36] Machinima. However, IGN staff writer Levi Buchanan stated that
when SEGA noticed the popularity of Tails, and, later, Knuckles , they "just kept stuffing new
faces and names into the game, pulling attention away from their hero. They cited him being a
"know-it-all" in later games as to why they hate him so much. From Wikipedia, the free
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related to: Tails Sonic the Hedgehog. You're gonna pay for that She is a Zeti and the only female
member of the Deadly Six. When Dr. Eggman came to the Lost Hex , Zeena and the other
members of the Deadly Six were forced into serving the doctor due to the effects of the
Cacophonic Conch. After Sonic the Hedgehog arrived and got rid of the conch, Zeena and the
others rebelled against Eggman and took control of his forces. Afterwards, Zeena followed
Zavok 's plans to make her and the other Deadly Six stronger by using Eggman's Extractor ,
while destroying Earth , but was ultimately defeated by Sonic. Zeena is a green female Zeti , with
a slender upper body that curves out into fairly wide hips. Zeena's upper body is lime green
with two black stripes around her waist, while the lower half of her body is black. Zeena's small
feet are tipped by small lime green claws, with a third smaller one on each heel. Zeena's tail is
thin and curly, ending in a chameleon-like swirl similar to Espio's tail. Her wrists have black
stripes around them while her five-fingered hands are black, each digit tipped by a hot pink nail.
Zeena has long green hair that parts to the right, extending down to her lower legs. On the left
side of her head Zeena has a single curved horn with an alternating black and hot pink
coloration. Her circular eyes are surrounded by black rings, while her eyes are blue with yellow
sclera and yellow-orange eyelids, and her lips are orange. Eggman , who used a Cacophonic
Conch to enslave them. Begrudgingly, Zeena forcefully helped Eggman's scheme for world
domination by capturing Animals for an army of Badniks. Eventually, Zeena joined Eggman and
the Deadly Six for a Badnik-making lesson where Eggman told how they would help him beat
Sonic the Hedgehog , before she saw Zazz leave to fight Sonic. Resuming the Animal hunt,
Zeena got punished by Eggman with the Cacophonic Conch when Zavok spoke against
Eggman's criticism of their work. Not long after, Zeena and the Deadly Six were scolded for their
failures by Eggman with the Cacophonic Conch again when Sonic showed up and knock the
conch away. Now free, Zeena and her team took control of Eggman's Badniks and had them
attack everyone at the site, driving Eggman, Orbot , Cubot , Sonic and Tails off. Now free, the
Deadly Six took control of Eggman's operations on the Lost Hex, and Zeena went along with
Zavok's plan to destroy the Earth with Eggman's Extractor and use the energies it harvested to
make the Deadly Six stronger, thus getting their revenge at Eggman. While Sonic kept opposing
the Deadly Six, Zeena opted to chill out until Zavok persuaded to deal with him. Getting a
beating from Sonic, Zeena soon met him again who taunted her with her nail art fixation,
prompting her to engage Sonic again, only to lose. Zeena later helped set a trap to capture
Sonic so the Deadly Six could turn him into their robotic slave, only to find Tails caught in it
when it returned. As Zor then arrived to announce the failed capture of Sonic, Zeena scowled in
response. Zeena facing Sonic in Lava Mountain. Later on, Zeena confronted Sonic with Zavok
and Zor, where they showed him a seemingly roboticized Tails, whom was ordered to kill Sonic
when he refused to serve them. However, Zeena was forced to retreat when Tails attacked them,
having only pretended to be roboticized. Zeena soon faced Sonic in combat, but was defeated
for good despite her Extractor-enhanced strength. What happened to Zeena afterwards is
unclear. In Super Smash Bros. However, Zeena chose to disregard Zazz's request and simply
teased him. Zeena would also begin arguing with Zor over his definition of what the beauty of a
battle was. Zeena is one of the playable characters in Sonic Forces: Speed Battle who was
added to the game's roster in the version 2. She has the following gameplay characteristics:.
She is very selfish and indifferent, [7] preferring to look after herself by treating herself with free
time despite the issues at hand, but she is not very likely to look after anyone else. She is also
very fashion-savvy, and will not hesitate to criticize others for their fashion sense. She also

appears somewhat flirtatious in both speech patterns and body language. Similarly, when Sonic
insulted her, she wanted to punish him severely. As her unique skill, Zeena is capable of
producing green energy cords from her hands that she uses in combat like whips and to latch
onto objects-even ones much larger than her-and using them to strike. Zeena is also capable of
flight. Zeena is also skilled in various weaponry, as she is able to plant and fuse multiple bombs
around an area in a matter of seconds. As a Zeti, Zeena possesses the innate ability to
manipulate magnetic fields, which enables her to control electronics. This allows Zeena to take
control of robots and other kinds of machinery. Like all other Zeti , Zeena's powers are greatly
inhibited when the Cacophonic Conch is blown, which causes her great pain. She also has the
ability to use electricity to seal half of the planetoid-sphere. However, Sigma , a villainous robot
from an alternate world , liberated them from Eggman's control. As Zeena and the Deadly Six
received power-enhancing armor from Sigma to help with his plans, they betrayed him and tried
subjugating him, but Sigma took over Zeena's mind using a device hidden in her armor, and had
her serve as one of his commanders until the unified heroes freed her. She and her team,
Deadly Six , were once forcibly enslaved by Dr. Eggman before they eventually betrayed him.
Her past is virtually identical to his game counterparts' up until after Sonic Forces. This wiki.
This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki. Do you like this video? Main
page Gallery. Main article: Zeena boss. Main article: Zeena Archie. Main article: Zeena IDW. I
think he kind of likes me! Now I have to reapply a whole new coat. Call me! You will be happy in
our service. No flowers? I'm going to turn you into a blue snowcone and feed you to that glutton
Zomom , 'cause I'm on a diet and can't eat snowcones! Why won't you die?! You're like a
cockroach with horrible fashion sense! I'm furious. The heels come off! You'll ruin my make-up!
I mean, those shoes are atrocious and the white gloves are ridiculously retro. I won't even have
to mess with my hair! But you're never gonna get close to ME, blue boy! And blue just isn't my
color! I'm gonna need a mani, a pedi, and an avocado facial-scrub after this horrible day! Sonic:
The Ultimate Character Guide. ISBN Retrieved on 6 October Sonic Lost World. Sonic Runners.
Sonic the Hedgehog characters. Classic Sonic. Classic Tails. Classic Knuckles. Classic Mighty.
Classic Ray. Classic Amy. E Gamma. Metal Sonic. Mecha Sonic. Great Battle Kukku. Doctor
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Whisker. Metal Sonic 3. Dark Gaia. King Arthur. Time Eater. Classic Eggman. Master Zik. Classic
Metal Sonic. Heavy King. Heavy Gunner. Heavy Shinobi. Heavy Magician. Heavy Rider. Ali Baba.
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GalaxyQuest. Blizzard Bomb. Electro Boost. Explosive Mine. Tails Dr. Cyan Indigo Yellow. Old
franchises and heroes never die. Team Sonic Racing is a carting arcade where you are going to
take part in a thrilling hilarious contest that you can share with your buddies. Is there a better
way to spend a free evening? Invite your friends over and discover what Team Sonic Racing is
about! This is quite an unusual racing game. Aside from arcade gameplay, it offers a gripping
adventure mode and amazing multiplayer where you need to efficiently interact with your team
to score a victory. Each team consists of three players, either real people or you and two AI
pilots. The outcome of the race is calculated based on the amount of points earned by each
member of the team. And the best result can be achieved by helping each other and supporting
those who lag behind. There are multiple ways to do this in the game. The easiest is to
exchange items found on the road. For instance, your friend has fallen far back. Cast them a
speed boost. There is a bully ramming them and blocking their path? A missile they can shot at
the feisty opponent can solve the problem. The items all vary in their effect and can be used
either for attack, defense and acceleration. Another trick is to follow the trail left by the leader of
the team â€” that will help you accelerate to a significant extent if you stay in the trail long
enough. The same effect can be achieved by drifting, performing air stuns and driving through
golden rings. So you should use every opportunity to gain an extra speed boost whenever
possible. And of course to sweep your rivals off the track to increase chances for your team to
win! An important condition of winning is to balance your team by picking the right characters.
Each hero belongs to one of the classes: Technique, Power or Speed. That defines the driving
style of the character allowing them either to drive through any terrain without slowing down,
easily break through obstacles or move at a higher speed. Sonic, Knuckles, Tails, Amy,
Shadow, Rouge and others also have different attack, defense and speed parameters. You
should choose your character not just in line with your personal preferences, but also with the
balance of team powers in mind. The gameplay is pretty diverse, with plenty of modes to try and
challenges to overcome. In multiplayer, you can join your friends online and race with up to four
drivers on a split screen. In other words, you will find things to do here even if your friends are
busy and you are going to play on your own! There is also an ability to upgrade your car buying

loot boxes with random improvements. This can be done for stars won in the competitions. In
general, the game is a nice continuation of the legendary racing arcade. Cute graphics, gripping
and highly dynamic gameplay and favorite heroes are guaranteed to give you a wonderful time!
Play Team Sonic Racing online on our site and see if you can outrun your rivals to finish off
first! Popular games. Team Sonic Racing 2. Team Sonic Racing 3. Recommended games. Team
Sonic Racing For Boys. Maximum Overdrive. For Two. All Bosses. Welcome to a new carting
arcade called Team Sonic Racing! This thrilling, diverse game allows you to play as Sonic,
Team Sonic Racing 4. Team Sonic Racing is based on the idea of interactive team races. There
are five teams consisting of Sonicverse For Boys 4. Sumo Digital and Sega keep evolving its
thrilling tracing series that is now available online! Team Sonic Racing 2 will Team Sonic Racing
2 4. Team Sonic Racing is an adrenaline-packed carting arcade from Sega. This time the
developers focused purely on Maximum Overdrive 3. Team Sonic Racing 3 4. If you are a fan of
Sonic games on Sega, you will definitely enjoy a new arcade called Team Sonic Racing. Gather
a team For Two 4. Team Sonic Racing is a fascinating game challenging you to come to the
finish line first having passed all the trials All Bosses 4. What is Team Sonic Racing? It is a
funny arcade racing game with characters we all know since our childhood, nice track Cheats 2.
Sonic could take part in a race and finish off first even without getting into a bolide. But in Team
Sonic Racing the Hack 3. Get fired up! Spoiler warning : Plot, ending details or any kind of
information follow. The story begins with Dr. Eggman having discovered a new supercharged
element called Ragnium on the mythical island of Ragna Rock , which he plans to use for his
revenge against Sonic. In the meantime, Team Sonic has discovered looming weather patterns
that, if left unchecked, can bring about the end of the world. While on Kodiak Frontier to set up
some monitors for Tails back on Seaside Island though, Sonic and Amy rupture a fissure which
infuses their Communicator with elemental energies that grant them new fire and ice powers.
With these powers, Sonic and Amy seal the fissure, slightly stabilizing the local weather.
Noticing this, Tails has the pair meet up with him on Kodiak Frontier. On their way to Tails
though, Sonic and Amy come across D-Fekt , a small Eggman robot with nearly limitless
magnetic powers who tries and fails to stop the hedgehogs from sealing more fissures. While
Tails discovers that the fissures' fire and ice elements are what that are disrupting the
environment, Sonic and Amy arrive, and Tails figures out a way to push the powers in Sonic and
Amy's Communicators to the others, allowing them all to use them. Before Tails can ponder
about the fissures connection to a new element he detected though, the team has to head home
to contain some fissures that have begun erupting there and check up on Sticks. Along the way
the trio tries to catch D-Fekt, until Dr. Eggman shows up to berate D-Fekt for his failures.
Eggman then kidnaps Sonic and brings him to Thunder Island , revealing his plan to humiliate
Sonic by having him compete in races against his supposedly unbeatable, Ragnium-charged
EggBot Racers. Unimpressed, Sonic easily beats the competition and returns to his team. Not
letting this set him back, Eggman drops in several times after that to take Sonic to new races
against his other robots, only for Sonic to emerge victorious each time. Ignoring how
dangerous the robot is, Sticks joins her friends as D-Fekt escapes. Soon after, the quartet finds
Knuckles when they mistake him for D-Fekt, and the echidna comes along with them. From
there, Team Sonic begins following D-Fekt across the islands while also sealing fissures,
suspecting that the robot and the fissures share a connection. On Paleo Tarpits , Team Sonic
has to break off their search to seal more fissures, since sealing them in one place only causes
them to pop up in another. Later in Cutthroat Cove , Tails' scanners show that the fissures hold
traces of Ragnium, leading to the discovery of a moving Ragnium source which Team Sonic
follows. This Ragnium source turns out to be D-Fekt. Noticing he is being followed, D-Fekt
remembers how he was created by Dr. Eggman as "RagnaBot" to mine for Ragnium using
eco-magnets. When a malfunction left him unable to attract Ragnium though, Eggman's pride
for RagnaBot turned into contempt, prompting Eggman to rename him "D-Fekt" and make him
one of his Island Defenders. However, D-Fekt soon learned that he could magnetize everything
other than Ragnium and so made it his goal to defeat Sonic and regain Eggman's love. As such,
all they had to do is follow D-Fekt to the source of the Ragnium. However, they have to find him
again since Sticks released him. Once they catch up to him, Sticks tricks D-Fekt into wearing a
tracker. Following the signal, Team Sonic arrives at Eggman's Ragnium mine on Ragna Rock
where Eggman is piping the by-products from his mining operation off to adjacent islands,
creating the fissures. The island, however, is on the verge of exploding from the pressure due to
Team Sonic's meddling with the fissure. Eggman is amazed by D-Fekt's powers, but ends up
getting pinned to the wall, begging Team Sonic to save him as D-Fekt begins tearing his mine
apart. After Sonic makes a painful rescue of Eggman, the doctor, feeling obligated to show
some gratitude, reluctantly gives D-Fekt to Team Sonic as thanks, much to Sticks' joy. Tails
then reprograms D-Fekt to be completely harmless, and Team Sonic heads home while Eggman

leaves to review his insurance. Like, Sonic Boom: Shattered Crystal , Sonic Boom: Fire and Ice
is a side-scrolling platform game, with a focus on speed and optional exploration, where the
player has to get through various levels with Team Sonic. For this game, the characters'
movesets have been revamped from Sonic Boom: Shattered Crystal , retaining the same moves
from before, and are given new surprises as well, such as identical sprinting speeds. Like in the
previous game, this one also contains a variety of collectibles. In each boss fight, Sonic pairs
up with a different member of his team, in order to make use of all their abilities. The game also
includes three types of bonus stages. The first takes the form of a halfpipe run , much like the
Special Stage from Sonic the Hedgehog 2. The second is a calmer underwater stage where the
player pilots the Sea Fox and looks for collectibles. The third requires the player to pilot a
hovercraft and dodge icebergs. A unique gimmick in this game is the addition of Fire Mode and
Ice Mode , which apply both to the level environments and character abilities. For example,
Sonic can infuse himself with fire to melt ice blocks and blast enemies or surround himself with
ice in order to freeze water and enemies, alternating between the two at will. The game also
features various Challenge Rooms and a local two-player mode using the Bot Racing feature,
where a user can unlock character themed Bots to challenge friends to races. The main game
contains five playable characters: Sonic, Tails, Knuckles, Sticks, and newcomer Amy Rose, who
can be switched to at anytime during normal stages. All five of the playable characters have
access to the same moveset, though each one has their own special abilities. The abilities
exclusive to each of the five characters are shown below:. In addition to Team Sonic , the Bot
Racing offers eleven additional playable Bot Racers , which are unlocked over the course of the
game. These characters possess the same common skills as Team Sonic, along with the Air
Dash :. Six of these islands are exploration-based and feature four main stages with the
exception of Ragna Rock , one boss with the exception of Seaside Island and Gothic Gardens ,
one Fissure Tunnel , one Hovercraft stage, one Sea Fox stage, and one bot race. The remaining
island features the new Bot Racing mode. Jared Petty of IGN describes the game as fun
adventure, while praising optional stages with vertical shooter-style mechanics and conceived
exploratory structure of the game. The game received common criticism towards its
presentation. Thomas Whitehead of Nintendolife describes the game as solid effort with slightly
disappointing downsides, as stating art design being a dull and unimaginative at times. Most
criticism aimed at the game's short length, the stages and the overall elements getting repetitive
while playing, the control schemes, and its simplistic storyline. This wiki. This wiki All wikis.
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Sticks-bot Tails-bot Vote-bot. Miles "Tails" Prower. Colleen O'Shaughnessey. Cubot D-Fekt Dr.
Eggman Orbot. Challenge Room Fissure Tunnel. Bot Racing Communicator Dr. Robotnik's
Mean Bean Machine Super Smash Bros. Ultimate , Nintendo Switch. The Sonic the Hedgehog
video game franchise began in with the game Sonic the Hedgehog for the Sega Genesis , which
pitted a blue anthropomorphic hedgehog named Sonic against a rotund male human villain
named Doctor Eggman or Doctor Ivo Robotnik. The sequel, Sonic 2 , gave Sonic a fox friend
named Tails. Sonic 3 introduced Knuckles the Echidna , Sonic's rival and, later, friend. All five
of these have remained major characters and appeared in dozens of games. The series has
introduced dozens of additional recurring characters over the years. These have ranged from
anthropomorphic animal characters like Shadow the Hedgehog and Cream the Rabbit to robots
created by Eggman like Metal Sonic and E Omega , as well as human characters like Eggman's
grandfather Gerald Robotnik. The series features two fictional species: Chao , which have
usually functioned as digital pets and minor gameplay and plot elements, Wisps , which have
been used as power-ups. The Sonic games keep a separate continuity from the Sonic the
Hedgehog comics published by Archie Comics and other Sonic media and, as a result, feature a

distinct yet overlapping array of characters. Sonic the Hedgehog, [a] trademarked Sonic The
Hedgehog , [1] is a blue anthropomorphic hedgehog and the main protagonist of the series.
Developed as a replacement for their existing Alex Kidd mascot, as well as Sega's response to
Mario , his first appearance was in the arcade game Rad Mobile as a cameo, before making his
official debut in Sonic the Hedgehog Sonic's greatest ability is his running speed, and he is
known as the world's fastest hedgehog. Doctor Ivo Robotnik, [b] [3] better known by his alias
Doctor Eggman, [c] [4] is a human mad scientist and the main antagonist of the series. Debuting
in the first game of the series, Sonic the Hedgehog , he was shown attempting to collect the
Chaos Emeralds and turn all of the animals inhabiting the land into robots. He is a
self-proclaimed or certifiable genius with an IQ of Ultimately, Eggman's goal is to conquer the
world and create his ultimate utopia, Eggmanland, alternatively known as the Eggman Empire
and Robotnikland. When Sega had petitioned its research and development department to
create a character who would replace Alex Kidd as its company mascot, a caricature of U.
President Theodore Roosevelt was among the proposed designs. It lost to Sonic the Hedgehog,
but the design was kept for the basis for Dr. Eggman instead. Miles Prower, [d] better known by
his nickname Tails, [e] is a two-tailed fox who is Sonic's best friend and sidekick. His name is a
pun on " miles per hour ". He is able to use his two tails to propel himself into the air like a
helicopter for a limited time. Yasushi Yamaguchi , originally the main artist and zone designer
for Sega 's Sonic Team, designed Tails for an internal competition for a sidekick to Sonic. His
first appearance was in Sonic 2 for the Game Gear, where he was kidnapped by Doctor Robotnik
for a "hefty" ransom, and was first made playable in the Genesis version of Sonic the Hedgehog
2. Amy Rose [f] is a pink hedgehog and Sonic's self-proclaimed girlfriend. Her headband and
trainer shoes reflected Sonic CD director Naoto Ohshima 's tastes, and her mannerisms
reflected the traits Hoshino looked for in women at the time. In the games, Amy is depicted as
driven and competitive. She spends much of her time following Sonic to get his attention or
make sure he is safe while demonstrating her affection. When he does, Amy kisses him. While
some journalists have called Amy cute and powerful, [22] [30] others find her annoying. The
Electronic Gaming Monthly staff found her pink coloring and tendency to run from danger to be
stereotypical and common in Japanese-created female characters, [36] while feminist blogger
Anita Sarkeesian cites Amy as an example of the "Ms. Male Character" trope, in which female
characters in games with male protagonists often resemble those protagonists, but with
stereotypically feminine features added. Metal Sonic [g] is an evil robotic version of Sonic
created by Dr. He first appears in Sonic the Hedgehog CD. He is given orders to go back in time
and change the past so that Dr. Eggman can rule the future. Sonic must race him in Stardust
Speedway to free Amy Rose. He is severely wounded when he crashes and falls, but is
rejuvenated by Robotnik in Sonic the Hedgehog 4: Episode II , only to be defeated again in a
similar style. He returns in Knuckles' Chaotix , where he attempts to obtain the Chaos Rings,
but he is stopped by the Chaotix. Metal Sonic notably acted as the main antagonist in Sonic
Heroes , appearing in a new form as Neo Metal Sonic before transforming into the game's final
boss, the Metal Overlord. Upon being defeated by Super Sonic, Tails, and Knuckles, he reverts
to his traditional appearance. He appears as the main antagonist in the Sonic the Hedgehog
OVA , where Eggman records Sonic's abilities and uploads them to Metal Sonic, who proceeds
in attempting to destroy the world before being tossed into lava by Sonic. Metal Sonic appears
as a bonus playable character in Sonic Rivals , reprogrammed to aid Eggman Nega in his
attempt to take over the world. He returns as a playable character in Sonic Rivals 2 , under
orders from Eggman to aid Shadow in stopping Eggman Nega's plans. In Sonic Free Riders ,
Metal Sonic is a playable character and the final opponent in the game's story mode. In Sonic
Generations , he appears in his classic form as a rival boss, battling Classic Sonic in Stardust
Speedway before ultimately being destroyed. Metal Sonic appears as a boss in the Sonic story
mode of Lego Dimensions. Collecting all the emblems in Sonic Adventure DX: Director's Cut
unlocks Metal Sonic as a bonus playable character in Sonic's stages, and purchasing both
episodes of Sonic the Hedgehog 4 unlocks bonus levels in which Metal Sonic is playable. He
possesses great strength, including a laser cannon , a jet engine and a force field device he can
use to protect himself from projectiles and certain attacks. He usually only communicates with a
series of electronic noises. Robotnik's "greatest creation" and praising the strength of his
abilities. Knuckles the Echidna [h] is a red echidna and Sonic's friendly rival. First introduced in
the Genesis game Sonic the Hedgehog 3 , Knuckles lives on Angel Island, which hovers in the
sky due to the power of the Master Emerald. As the last surviving member of the Echidna
people who once inhabited the island, his duty is to guard the Master Emerald. During
conception of Sonic the Hedgehog 3 , the development team wanted to create a new rival for
Sonic. The final design of Knuckles was the result of dozens of possible designs inspired by
numerous different animals. His character is a treasure hunter in search of the Chaos Emeralds

; however he does not know of their true power and merely wants to sell them for profit. He has
not had any significant roles since, though he made a cameo appearance on an in-game poster
in 's Sonic Generations , and as a robot character's illusion in Sonic Mania in The Chaotix are a
group of four characters who debuted in the game Knuckles' Chaotix as the main characters,
later forming their own detective agency in Sonic Heroes. IGN described the characters as
"charming" and noted that they were introduced before fans became weary of all the new
characters in the series. Charmy Bee [j] is a bee who is the "scatter-brained funny-kid" of the
Chaotix. Espio the Chameleon [k] is a chameleon who is a ninja warrior. He is described as the
"opinionated number one" of the Chaotix, also being the calmest. Espio's debut was in the
video game Knuckles' Chaotix. In the game, his color subtly changes while he moves to
demonstrate the technical capabilities of the Sega 32X console. Mighty the Armadillo [l] is a
black and red armadillo who debuted in the arcade game SegaSonic the Hedgehog , and later
appeared in the 32X game Knuckles' Chaotix. The character is described as a traveler who loves
nature and desires to see every place. His long period of absence was alluded to in Sonic
Generations , in which he is shown on a missing persons poster alongside fellow SegaSonic
character Ray the Flying Squirrel. Vector the Crocodile [m] is a crocodile who is the "head
honcho" and brains of the Chaotix Detective Agency. Vector was originally supposed to be in
the sound test of the first Sonic the Hedgehog game, but he, along with the feature itself, was
removed prior to release. Big the Cat [n] is a large purple cat who first appeared in the
Dreamcast game Sonic Adventure , where he was placed to justify the presence of a fishing rod
in the game, although he was conceived beforehand. In Sonic Adventure , Big's story involves
fishing his frog friend, Froggy [o] out of various bodies of water after Froggy swallows a Chaos
Emerald and part of the tail of Chaos, the game's antagonist. Big has been derided by the video
game press and fanbase for his obesity, low intelligence, one-dimensional development and
uselessness within his games; he has appeared on several lists of the worst video game
characters of all time and within the Sonic cast. Chaos [p] is a Chao mutated by the Chaos
Emeralds that acts as a guardian for its species, protects the Master Emerald, and provides
clear water around its altar. Without any Chaos Emeralds, it is known as "Chaos Zero", but with
each Emerald it absorbs, it transforms into a more powerful form, eventually becoming "Perfect
Chaos" with all 7 Emeralds. Its first appearance is in Sonic Adventure , where Dr. Eggman
attempts to use it to conquer the world. Chaos tracks down the emeralds, becomes "Perfect
Chaos", and floods all of Station Square, but is ultimately defeated by Super Sonic. He
reappears in his perfect form in Sonic Generations as a boss where he has a new look with
green teeth and dark blue reptilian skin for the upper half of his body. The E Series is a group of
robots created by Doctor Eggman , who uses them in his quest to conquer the world; However
some of their members have since gone rogue. E Alpha, [q] better known as Zero, is the first of
the E series and considered the prototype of the line. He first appeared in Sonic Adventure as
the main antagonist in Amy's story, where he repeatedly tries to capture Birdie. At the end of
Amy's story, she destroys him. In Sonic Advance 2 , he appears in special stages, trying to
prevent players from getting the seven Chaos Emeralds. E Gamma [r] also primarily appears in
Sonic Adventure. He is a red, bulky robot [77] with a powerful gun built into his arm. He has
garnered mixed comments from critics. E Omega [s] first appears in Sonic Heroes , Eggman
seals Omega within an abandoned base, along with Shadow, until Rouge the Bat releases
Shadow from his stasis pod, accidentally reactivating Omega. Omega decides to team up with
the other two in order to obtain revenge on Eggman and prove that he is the most powerful
robot of all. During Sonic the Hedgehog , he is playable after Rouge orders him to support
Shadow many years in the future. In Sonic Forces , Omega is severely damaged by Infinite, but
is repaired by Tails and becomes a member of the Resistance. Omega appears as a playable
racer in Team Sonic Racing. Omega has an array of destructive weapons concealed in his arms,
including machine guns , flamethrowers , missile launchers , beam cannons and
rocket-propelled drills. He can retract his hands in order to attach a spinning Shadow and
Rouge in their place, either using the two as melee weapons or firing them. Eurogamer staff
writer Tom Bramwell called Omega a "lesser" character among the Heroes cast. Omochao was
introduced in Sonic Adventure as part of the Chao Races, and it later appeared in Sonic
Adventure 2 , where it serves as an in-game manual to teach players how to play the game. The
character has made other sporadic appearances throughout the series, including as a type of
gun in Shadow the Hedgehog , a referee in Sonic Riders , a collectible card and referee in Sonic
Rivals 2 , a referee in Mario and Sonic at the Olympic Games , a supporting character in
multiplayer of Sonic and the Secret Rings , and the host of the World Grand Prix in Sonic Free
Riders. Its only playable appearance is as one of a group of playable chao in Team Sonic
Racing. Thousands of years before the main events of the series, she opposes her father's
power-hungry ways of invading other countries. She tries to reason with him about raiding the

shrine for the emeralds, but he, hesitated by what she said to him, briefly snaps at her and
orders the Knuckles Clan to attack. When the Clan does as it is told, they ran over Tikal and the
Chao, which angers Chaos, as he punishes Pachacamac and the Knuckles Clan for what they
did to Tikal and the Chao, by destroying them, absorbing the negative power of the emeralds.
After that, Tikal tells the Master Emerald to stop Chaos, as it seals her inside itself. Tikal helps
the main characters defeat Chaos and then leaves with it. In both Sonic Rivals and Sonic Rivals
2 , she appears on a variety of collectible cards. In Super Smash Bros. Brawl , she is a
collectable sticker. Tikal appears as a playable character in Sonic Runners. Shadow the
Hedgehog [w] is an artificially created life form in the design of a black and red male hedgehog ,
similar to Sonic. His trademark hover skates propel him at extreme speeds that rival those of
Sonic. According to official profiles, Shadow was created 50 years ago by Professor Gerald
Robotnik as the "Ultimate Life Form", [] which is ageless and immortal. However, Shadow
shares a lot of similarities with Sonic. Using the power of the seven Chaos Emeralds, Shadow
uses his super transformation to transform into Super Shadow [] and bestows new abilities of
flight and near invulnerability, with normal abilities of speed and enhanced Chaos powers. Ivo
"Eggman" Robotnik. Fifty years before the main series, he attempted to create the "Ultimate Life
Form" under the funding of the United Federation, hoping that it can help cure Maria's illness.
He appears in Sonic Adventure 2 and Shadow the Hedgehog. Maria Robotnik [y] is a character
that appears mostly in flashbacks in Sonic Adventure 2 and Shadow the Hedgehog. She is the
granddaughter of Professor Gerald Robotnik , and is the cousin of Dr. Gerald takes on Project
Shadow in order to save her life. Soon after Shadow is created, the two bond deeply, though it
is short-lived as the government organization "G. Before she dies, she encases Shadow in an
escape pod and asks him to bring hope to humanity and give humans a chance to be happy.
This experience with Maria scars Shadow for life, but ultimately his determination to keep his
promise to her leads him to team up with Sonic and save the Earth multiple times. Maria's first,
and only, playable appearance is in Shadow the Hedgehog , where she can be controlled as a
partner character by a second player during specific in-game missions. Rouge the Bat [z] is a
white, anthropomorphic bat who made her first appearance in Sonic Adventure 2 in , and who
has been featured in most games since. She is depicted as a professional treasure hunter
devoted to the pursuit of jewels, [] calling herself the "World's Greatest Treasure Hunter". She
has a tendency to ignore abstract morality or manners for potential profit; [] her "feminine
charm" makes her appear careless, but she is actually scheming and manipulative. Cream the
Rabbit [aa] is a peach-colored rabbit with a constant companion named Cheese, [ab] a blue
Chao with a red bow-tie. Their names were based on " cream cheese ". Cream first appeared as
a playable character in Sonic Advance 2. Since her first trio of games, she has been relegated to
being an extra playable character in Sonic spinoffs and multiplayer games. Cream has received
mostly negative opinions from the video game press. Thomas East of Official Nintendo
Magazine ranked her as the fifth worst Sonic character, criticizing various aspects of her like
her high-pitched voice, repetitious speech in Sonic Heroes , "ridiculous smile", and single
eyelash on each eye. The G. Commander [ac] is the leader of the Guardian Units of Nations G.
His childhood took place aboard the ARK, a massive space station that was first explored in
Sonic Adventure 2 , although he did not appear in that game. While there, he befriended Maria
Robotnik and witnessed the creation of Shadow. His family was killed when G. He appears
throughout Shadow the Hedgehog as an antagonist; he tries to kill Shadow at first, though in
one of the game's branching pathways, he realizes that Shadow has no memories of the
incident and lets him go. Dialogue from levels in this game indicates that he has at least one
child and one grandchild. The Commander also appears in Sonic Chronicles: The Dark
Brotherhood , where he allies with the game's playable characters against the Marauders, an
antagonistic nation. Blaze the Cat [ad] is a purple cat princess from an alternate dimension. She
has been appointed as guardian of the Sol Emeralds, her dimension's version of the Chaos
Emeralds, [] making her role similar to that of Knuckles the Echidna. Blaze wears a purple dress
and white tights with pink high heels and a yellow necklace. Blaze debuted in Sonic Rush as a
playable character along with Sonic. While searching for the Emeralds, she befriends Sonic and
Cream and helps them stop Dr. Eggman and Eggman Nega before returning to her dimension.
She reappears in Sonic the Hedgehog as Silver the Hedgehog 's friend during the future of
Sonic's dimension. The two attempt to fix their ruined future world by traveling back in time.
Blaze ends up sacrificing her life to seal Iblis, the fiery monster that has destroyed their world,
inside herself, but is brought back to life at the end of the game when Sonic destroyed Iblis in
his own time period. She appeared again as the main character in Sonic Rush Adventure ,
where Sonic and Tails are transported to her dimension and help her retrieve the "Jeweled
Scepter". Blaze has been mostly well-received by critics. IGN remarked upon seeing her at TGS
that she "easily earned her place in the team" amidst unremarkable secondary characters. Her

gameplay has been praised as "fast-moving and fun" as opposed to slower characters
introduced earlier in the series, [] but criticized for its resemblance to that of Sonic. Eggman
Nega [ae] is Eggman's descendant from years in the future, first introduced in Sonic Rush as
the arch-enemy of Blaze the Cat and later Silver the Hedgehog. Although his outward
appearance resembles that of Doctor Eggman , his personality is different. The Babylon Rogues
are a group of avian thieves. Producer Takashi Yuda considered them best-suited for Sonic
series racing games, and noted in a interview that Sonic characters are usually designed with
one specific storyline in mind. The Rogues have received predominantly negative comments
from gaming journalists. Jet the Hawk [af] is a green hawk and the leader of the Babylon
Rogues, [] and nicknamed the "Legendary Wind Master" [] due to his mastery of Extreme Gear.
Wave the Swallow [ag] is a purple swallow who is the team's mechanic , as her father was for
the previous generation of the Babylon Rogues. Storm the Albatross [ah] is a hulking albatross
who is described as the muscle of the Babylon Rogues and Jet the Hawk's "right hand man.
Silver the Hedgehog [ai] is a silver-furred hedgehog from years in the future of the main
timeline. He first appeared in the Sonic the Hedgehog. His individual episode revolves around
him traveling back in time with Blaze the Cat to find and slay Sonic the Hedgehog, who they
believe is the cause of their world being destroyed in the future. Silver's primary ability is
telekinesis ; [] he is able to levitate objects and use them as projectiles to either defeat enemies,
or interact with his environment. Silver's creation was inspired by the game's early development
stages, where the development team was making huge levels with multiple paths through them,
and decided they wanted to include a new character with unique abilities for an alternate way to
play through the levels. Since his first appearance in Sonic the Hedgehog , he has mainly
appeared in the Sonic series' spinoffs, multiplayer games, and small cameo roles. Brawl , in the
background of Sonic's Green Hill Zone stage, [] and as a trophy and sticker. The character has
generally not been very well-received by critics. Eggman who first appears in Sonic Unleashed.
While he generally assists in monitoring Eggman's data, he often makes sarcastic remarks
pointing out general flaws in Eggman's plans, prompting a quick smack in return. Digital Spy
praised their inclusion in the plot of Sonic Colors , especially Cubot for his humorous
observations and self-awareness about the game's tropes. Wisps [al] are a race of
extraterrestrial creatures who live on a grassy, lush planet called Planet Wisp. There are
numerous types of Wisps, each with its own special ability. Colors introduced ten types
between the Wii and Nintendo DS versions of the game; some only appear in one version. For
example, Purple Wisps, whose "Frenzy" ability turns Sonic into a difficult-to-control demon that
can chomp through obstacles, is exclusive to the Wii version, [] but Violet Wisps, which scale
up Sonic's density to black hole -like levels and causes him to absorb enemies, obstacles, and
rings, appear only in the DS version. In Sonic Colors , Eggman builds an amusement park
spanning the Wisps' planets under the pretense of making up for past transgressions. Critics
have given mixed opinions toward Wisps and their integration into Sonic gameplay. Sticks the
Badger [am] is an orange and brown badger , first introduced in the animated Sonic Boom
television series. Her characteristics are wild, energetic and paranoid, having lived in the
wilderness alone for most of her life. Nonetheless, she is portrayed as wanting to strengthen
her newfound friendship with Sonic, Amy, Tails and Knuckles. From Wikipedia, the free
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Wisp's speech : "Thank you for helping my children. I am Mother Wisp. Tails translating
Yacker's speech : "Mama gave us life and raised us. She even made the planet we live on. Sonic
Colors Wii. Tails: I wish I knew what you were saying, little guy. Or gal. Or whatever you are.
Tails: Oh. I was reconfiguring my hand-held into a translator so I can understand this guy. Tails:
He's from a race of beings called "Wisps. Sonic to camera : I'll just stick with aliens if that's OK
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Eggman over intercom : Welcome to Eggman's Incredible Interstellar Amusement Park, where
you can enjoy five planets for the price of one! Eggman over intercom : This amusement park
has been constructed entirely out of a sense of remorse for my past. Sonic: Because Eggman
plus secretly built amusement park equals evil plot for us to foil. Sonic: I'm not sure what's goin'
on, but I'm sure of what I'm gonna do! Tails: Okay, he said his name is Yacker. Eggman: Me? I
did nothing at all. Unless shooting him with my mind control beam that runs on alien energy
counts as doing something to him. Eggman: And then I won't just control one little punk, but the
whole universe. Sonic: Whoa. This is where he converts them into the strange Sonic: Think I'll
go check them out, and maybe save some aliens. Sonic: Thanks, but I had a little help during

that last part. Sonic: This might not end well. Tails: Uh, he said, "thank you for saving us. Tails:
Oh great. He says, "goodbye, my friends. I have to go. Tails: She's back to normal! That's great,
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for all you've done! SegaNerds interview with Takashi Iizuka. Retrieved May 5, Computer and
Video Games. Hardcore Gamer Magazine.
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